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1 Background

The Event-B formal method [1] is used for system modelling and verification, it is supported by
the Rodin IDE (Integrated Development Environment) [2]. Event-B was designed for modelling
discrete systems using a rich set theoretic modelling language; it was not designed as a general
theorem prover. This design focus resulted in some useful structures being difficult to model in
a reusable way. This was partially addressed by the introduction of the Theory Plug-in [5] which
extended the Event-B language with polymorphic recursive datatypes (allowing types such as
lists and the naturals to be easily created) and user-defined operators. User defined opera-
tors came in two flavours, axiomatically defined operators and constructively defined operators
(working more like functions in other languages, substituting arguments into expressions).

The extended Event-B syntax has been used to construct axiomatic definitions of types, e.g.,
the real numbers have been modelled as a commutative field, which has been used within Event-
B system modelling [4]. This approach results in a lot of repetition in definition and theorem
proving. For example, when constructing a field it is not possible to reuse a group construct,
which results in it being necessary to repeat the group axioms for addition and multiplication,
and repeat any group theorems and proofs. This was noted in [9], which proceeded to show
that abstract mathematical structures such as monoids could be created using the Event-B
set syntax in such a way that they could be related to concrete types (such as the naturals).
Further, the abstract types could be used to construct other abstract types (e.g., using the
group definition to facilitate the construction of a field). There were several problems noted
with this approach, such as proving a concrete type was an instance of an abstract type (e.g.,
that zero and addition form a monoid) did not automatically allow theorems to be used on
the concrete type (the user needed to manually move the theorems). It was noted that the
work-arounds to these problems were repetative enough to be done automatically, and could
be applied during a translation from another language. The B] language was proposed [10] for
this purpose, with syntactic elements designed for the construction of mathematical types in
such a way that they could be translated to the Event-B syntax, allowing them to be used by
an Event-B modeller.

2 The B] Tools

An initial implementation of the B] language has been made. This is constructed in a way
to make it compatible with the Rodin tool set. Several mathematical structures have been
implemented using the B] tool to test its effectiveness e.g.,

Class Monoid[M ] : SemiGroup (ident : M)

where ∀x : M · equ(op(x, ident), x) ∧ equ(op(ident, x), x){. . . }
(1)

This declares that a Monoid is a SemiGroup (SemiGroup is a previously defined type with
an equivalence relation equ and a binary operator op, and is referred to as the supertype of
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Monoid) with an identity (ident). The where statement introduces a series of predicates to
constrain the class, in this case they define the identity to work in the expected way. Within
the type body ({. . . }) theorems and functions are declared. For example the following theorem
about the identity:

∀x : M · equ(op(x, ident), ident)⇔ equ(x, ident) (2)

M was declared above (1), and can be used as an instance of the Monoid class anywhere within
the type body. As can the op, equ and ident members of the Monoid, they do not need to be
explicitly quantified over.

Concrete types are also constructed such as the natural numbers (Nat). The following
statement is used to show that zero and addition form a commutative monoid:

Instance CommMonoid〈pNat〉 (add, zero) addMon (3)

addMon is a name allowing the CommMonoid to be explicitly referenced in other B] state-
ments.

The B] tool uses an instance statement like (3) to produce an Event-B theorem stating
that add and zero form a CommMonoid. It also instantiates all of the theorems and functions
declared in the class bodies of the abstract types (CommMonoid and its supertypes such as
Monoid). For example (2) instantiates to:

∀x : Nat · add(x, zero) = zero⇔ x = zero (4)

This in principal needs no proof, instead the proof is done on (1) so it is true for all Monoids
and the Instance statement requires it to be proved that add and zero form a CommMonoid
(which requires them to be a Monoid).

Instantiating the theorems in this manner makes future proofs considerably easier as the
person doing the proofs does not have to manually instantiate the theorems whilst proving.
When developing theorems in B] it was found that the theorems were considerably more concise
than the equivalent theorems developed in the Event-B case study [9]. A large part of this was
due to the instantiation mechanism, however, other features of the B] language helped, including
the B] type system, and predicates not being a separate syntactic category in B] (unlike Event-
B). It was also notable that due to the IDE features built into the B] tool such as syntax aware
autocompletion and on the fly error highlighting, it was easier and faster in our opinion to
develop theories than when using the Theory Plug-in tools.

3 Discussion and Future Work

B] bears similarities to HOL [7] style languages, with a type class style feature [12]. Languages
such as Coq [3] and Isabelle/HOL [8] with similar features have been used to construct large
libraries of mathematical types. These features also have a lot in common with Algebraic
specification language [6], where parameterised programming [11] allows generic types to be
constricted to type specifications. The unique feature of this work is the translation to the set
theoretic syntax used by Event-B, and the interaction with its tools.

Developing mathematical theorems in B] highlighted problems and improvements that could
be made to the B] language. For example Instance statements infer their supertype from their
parametric context, which is the wrong way round; supertypes, if required, should be explicit.
In Class statements what constitutes a supertype needs to be extended. An attempt was made
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to create a class of all commutative monoids on the naturals with equality as the equivalence
operator, whilst this was possible it would have been easier if Instances could be supertypes.
These issues will be addressed with updates to the B] syntax.

The B] tool does not interact directly with the Rodin interactive prover (this is done through
the translation to existing Event-B and the current tools). The B] type system is not the same
as the Event-B type system, as it allows subtyping (and requires functions to explicitly state
their return types). Prover rules and tactics could be generated for the interactive prover
to allow this additional information to be used, in some cases this would allow proofs to be
discharged automatically, further reducing the proof burden on the user.
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